
   
 
 

   





Experienced Web Engineer with a demonstrated history of working
with Python (Django), PHP (Laravel), JavaScript (Vue.js, React), and
Flutter in various development projects. Proficient in multiple
programming languages, I am able to adapt quickly and efficiently
to tasks. Possessing beginner to intermediate English language
skills, I am capable of communicating in an international
environment. My Github account showcases my past projects and
portfolios, serving as evidence of my technical expertise. As a
team player, I excel at collaborating with others to accomplish
tasks.

,  , 
I worked as a Web Engineer at PlotHub Inc., where I developed a
semi-automated tool for clients in the retail industry. Previously,
they spent 5 to 6 hours daily on manual tasks such as inventory
adjustment and order processing to shipment. However, after
implementing the system, these tasks were reduced to
approximately 1 hour. As a result, more time became available for
discussing other strategies, leading to a 20% increase in sales.
In addition to the aforementioned achievements, I was responsible
for the WebView of a membership-based app and involved in the
development and modification of a video streaming service. I have
demonstrated success in a wide range of tasks, including
executing APIs provided by companies like Rakuten and
implementing real-time chat services using WebSocket.

Python, Javascrypt, PHP, Dart,
SQL, Uniyty

HTML5, CSS, SCSS, Ajax, JSON, jQuery
Django, Fast API, Laravel,

Vue.js, React, flutter
Git, Github, Heroku, MySQL, firebase,

Docker
EC2, RDS, S3, CloudFront, CodePipeline, CodeBuild

<Service Overview>
This is a service that manages inventory and improves operational
efficiency for clients who have stores in Yahoo, Wowma, and
Rakuten malls.

<Responsibilities>
All implementation

<Skills>
laravel, AWS EC2, AWS RDS, API

<Achievements>
By making it possible to output selected orders in csv format, we
were able to reduce the time spent for shipping from 6 hours a day
to 5 minutes. In addition, the need to manually adjust inventory
counts for each mall has been eliminated, reducing out-of-stocks
and adjustment errors. The time saved by the employees has
allowed them to spend more time on new product meetings, which
has resulted in a 15% increase in sales.

<Service Overview>
Webview of smartphone application for members

<My Tasks>
Development of about 60 webview pages including product
purchase, subscription purchase, and reservation functions.
Development of approximately 60 webview pages including product
purchase, subscription purchase, and reservation functions.

<Skills >
docker, AWS S3, AWS CloudFront, AWS CodePipeline, AWS
CodeBuild, Vue.js

<Achievements>
We developed webviews embedded in iOS and Android apps using
Vue .js, contributing to shortening development time. By
implementing automatic deployment to the development, test, and
production environments, anyone with login privileges to AWS can
deploy.
Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)

<Service Overview>
An e-commerce site for members, including single item purchases
and subscription purchases.

<Responsibilities>
General maintenance and operation including bug fixes, function
additions, etc.

<Skills>
Python, Django

<Achievements>
Fixed bugs in code implemented by others and refactored code to
make it easier to operate.


